
16 If you have a luggage carrier with 

a  springclamp, you will have noticed that 

baskets with fixed hooks on the bottom, often

do not fit because of the variety in luggage

carriers. With these clever adjustable hooks

(patent filed), you will be able to mount our

baskets on many spring clamp luggage 

carriers. Not available on every basket yet.

9 Our (patented) BasSolid system has been designed  that it is adjustable in width, suits 

6-20 mm Ø tubes and even fits tapering carriers with heightened backs. The system is 

pre-mounted and needs to be adjusted to the carrier width only once. A smartly designed 

handle activates a clever mechanism which allows the baskets to be clipped to a carrier 

quickly, firmly and ‘blindly’. In addition, the system is provided with a lock. Baskets Catu, Cosa

and Cento are equipped with the BasSolid system. The system has been TÜV approved.
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BASEASY CARRIER RACK

BASIL ADJUSTABLE HOOKS

PERMANENT-SYSTEM II HANDLEBAR STEM HOLDER/

HEAD TUBE HOLDER

19 BasEasy Carrier Rack: put you luggagecarrierbag in

front of you! Many times you feel simply safer when you have

your laptop or other valuable things in front of you.  This rack

enables you to hang your favourite Basil single r ear bag (or

baskets with hanginghooks) in front of you! The rack fits on

every BasEasy-system holder.

6 Mount your basket permanent & easy onto your 

handlebar stem or head tube with our patented “Permanent-

system II”.

20 Basil Carrier Extender lenght: combines

any Basil double bag with a childr en’s seat!

This rack is very easily mounted on your 

luggagecarrier. Once mounted, you can com-

bine any Basil double bag in combination with

a children’s seat! It is r eally as simple as that!

Basil advises to use children’s seats mounted

on the saddleframe tube. 

21 Basil Carrier Extender width: combines

any Basil single bag with a children’s seat! This

rack is very easily mounted on your luggage-

carrier. Once mounted, you can combine any

Basil single bag(or basket with hanging hooks)

in combination with a children’s seat! It is really

as simple as that! Basil advises to use 

children’s seats mounted on the saddleframe

tube. 



11 A suspension system that consists of slidable hooks which fit 6-16 mm ø tubes, a locking

button, lock and an unique ‘rail-disk-system’. The ‘disk’ is mounted on the luggage carrier stay,

the rail which is mounted on the bottom of the bag fits the ‘disk’ pr eventing the bag fr om 

swinging (patent pending)!
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BASIL’S 
INVENTION: 
HOOKS HIDDEN IN ZIPPERPOCKET

BASEASY-SYSTEM: THE FLEXIBLE SOLUTION!

The BasEasy system is a mounting-system allowing bags or baskets to be clipped to the bike quickly and easily . There are many d ifferent 

versions of the system, so that ther e is a solution for (nearly) every mounting pr oblem. It also allows you to switch smoothly from the basket for 

workaday shopping to the front bag in the weekend! There are 7 models: one handlebar stem/head tube holder (1), one handlebar stem/head tube

holder with lock (2), handlebar holder (3), springfork holder (4), holder for Dahon folding Bikes (5), handlebar holder EC (17), handlebar stem/head

tube holder EC (18).

The famous zipper pockets at the back of

many Basil single bags, cover the hanging

hooks inside. Not only, it will bring you mor e

comfort while carrying the bag, but also let

your friends doubt whether your very stylish

bag is a bicycle bag!


